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ZINCUM
Natural traits:
It is chemically similar to Magnesium
Bluish white lustrous diamagnetic metal commercially dull finish
Though metal – less dense than iron
Hard and brittle at all temperatures but becomes malleable at 100-150 °F (38-66 °C).
At 250 °F (120 °C) it becomes brittle again and can be pulverized by beating.
For metal it has low melting point 419 °F (215 °C) and low boiling point 907 °F
(485°C)
It has the lowest melting point in all transition metals besides Mercury and Cadmium
Is a fair conductor of electricity
Also used in making of batteries
Used in galvanization coating of iron and steel as anti corrosion agent

It is chemically similar to magnesium
PSORIC TRAITS
Sensitive to all mental impressions (Magnesiums)
Sensitive to horrible stories affect profoundly
Sensitive to home and people – causes homesickness
Sensitive to music (piano) noise (crackling of paper), talking, voices of people
Sensitive to AIR inhaled – in nose
Liver sensitive to clothes (menses during) (anxiety arises from abdominal area - like
Medorrhinum)
Weak neck (writing while), sensitive and weak back
Sensitive to MILK
Sensitive to HIGH POTENCIES (like Teucrium)
Bluish white lustrous diamagnetic metal
Bluish green discoloration of skin
Vision blue colors before eyes
Blue discoloration around the eyes, around the mouth, hands and feet
White eruptions on skin could also be ZINC
Commercially dull finish
Dull in intellect (dull mind understands questions only after repetition. He himself has
to repeat question before answering, answering – reflects long) (Hell, Op, Cocc, …)
Concentration difficult – cannot apply mind in mathematics – getting dull headaches
after mathematics-lesson (Calc)
mental exertion difficult, ideas deficient
Idiocy
No show off – simple people
 Baryta type of mind
Though metal – less dense than iron
Though metal does not possess the strength; hence timid.
Right-sided but timid like Calc, Baryta etc.
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Hard and brittle at all temperatures but becomes malleable at 100-150 °F (38-66 °C). At
250 °F (120 °C) it becomes brittle again and can be pulverized by beating.
 This gives it INCONSTANCY (changeable moods)
 INSTABILITY gives rise to RESTLESSNESS, move desire to
 Alternating states
Anger alternates with cheerfulness
Anger alternates with sadness
Anger alternates with discouragement
Anger alternates with timidity
Anxiety alternates with contentment
Fear alternates with sadness, irritability
Laughing alternates with sadness
One mental symptom alternates with another mental symptom or physical symptom
Pain in chest alternates with pain in abdomen
Physical jerking (contraction alternates with relaxation)

For metal it has low melting point 419 °F (215 °C)
And low boiling point 907 °F (485 °C)
Easily emotional
Easily angered (Irritability when questioned, angry when obliged to answer)
Zinc is fair conductor of electricity
Also used in making of batteries
Indicates physical performance, power, impulse, hurry, etc.
Used in galvanization coating of iron and steel – as anti corrosion agent
Forms a thick crust around the iron – if there is rust it will fall down.
If inflammation goes from ectoderm to neuro-ectoderm and is not reversed, the
suppression of the herpetic eruption will destroy the nervous system.
There are a lot of problems after suppressed eruptions (Insanity, panic attacks, mania,
schizophrenia, etc.).
If eruptions fail to appear; causing demyelation, paralysis, slow peristalsis.

Zincum metallicum in children
Restless like – Calc-p, Tub
Excessive physical stamina
They like to race with cars and bikes
Children who have: sensitive back, testis, penis, vagina, etc.
Physical sensitivity same like Nux-v
Children who like competition – “lets race”
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Miasms in activity, will, intellect and morals

Activity

Will

Intellect

PSORA

SYCOSIS

SYPHILIS

Restless / Hyperactivity
Quick to act
Rationally

Torpor
Slow, sluggish

Increased or excessive
restless/hyperactivity;
AWKWARD, wildness

Timidity
Obstinate – rolling on
floor
Memory active

Cowardice (less)
Courageous (excess)
Obstinate rolling

MISPLACED courage /
inhibition
Will contradiction
Will loss of

Intellectual
Easy comprehension
Ideas abundant
Quick, witty
Thoughts clear
Thoughts rapid
Thoughts wandering

Intellectual
Theorizing / plans,
makes many
Easy comprehension
Thoughts obscurity
Two trains of thought

VERSES MAKES
Imbecile / idiocy
Thoughts morbid
Thoughts persistent
CONFUSION
Homicidal thoughts
SUICIDAL thoughts
Thoughts vanishing

Benevolent /
DECEITFULL
Unscrupulous
Unreliable
Generous
Serious earnest
VENERATION
INSOLENT
IMPERTINENCE

Unfeeling / hardhearted
Shameless
Morals affections
Perversion
Morals want of

Reserved

Indifference
Too much expression
Too less expression

CONSCIENTIOUS
Conscience
DILIGENT
/ morals
DUTY-CONSCIOUS
INDUSTRIOUS
Benevolent
REVERANCE

Expressive
/ non
expressive

Quiet disposition
Talk only what is
required, answer
questions

Mental activity can be
quick

Anxiety conscience
Self reproach
Remorse

If a child is restless, we have to grade his restlessness; is it psoric or already into
syphilitic sphere?
Generally if it goes into Sycosis, it depends on the sphere of action of the constitution,
whether body or mind goes into slowness (Op, Lach: body can be slow, but mind can be
quick).
In Psora the conscience will be more important; the more Psora changes to Sycosis, the
less important it will be, the more it will be hidden (even in a very conscientious remedy
like Arsenic it can be gone in Sycosis, but in Syphilis he will have anxiety conscience).
Differentiation:
Anxiety conscience = more directed on the future – if I do something, it will trouble
somebody; if I fall ill my family has to care for me etc.
Self reproach = I blame myself for something; it was my mistake (might be right or
wrong)
Remorse = Feels guilty for something he has done or has happened in the past
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